Task: to create a WW2 style
recruitment poster for the
Women’s Land Army and/or the
Timber Corps. Use the Examples
above and the photographs as
reference for creating your poster.
Starting Point: Look at the designs
above to get an idea of the composition
(layout) you want to create. You may
want to start by looking for common
themes among all the examples (bold
text ‘Join the Women’s Land Army’,
relevant images of women working) to
include in your poster. Start with
drawing your outline, you might want
to make a rough thumbnail sketch first
so you can plan the layout.

RECRUITMENT POSTERS
Take Note: In all the images the
women look very happy, this is
important because you are trying
to sell a position/job, it’s a visual
persuasive technique used to
make others want to join.

Think about your colour choice, you want
areas to be more striking than others –
could you make these in bold, brighter
colours, within text boxes, make some text
larger than others so its eye catching, you
might want to use different font types
(styles of lettering), overlap areas bringing
what you want to the foreground, you might
want to have areas in black and white and
others in colour to create a different eye
striking effect.

In poster making it is all about drawing
attention to the piece, making people
want to stop and look at it. Your
decisions should reflect this.

Black and White reference
images taken off google of
the Women’s Land Army
and Timber Corps.

Join the

Text is an important technique
in a persuasive poster, think
about your word choice –
POSITIVITY – use positive
adjectives (describing words).
Explore font sizes, types and
styles – if you can research
and copy styles, use the
examples on this sheet – to
complement your word
choice and make it visually
persuasive.

WOMEN’S LAND ARMY
A healthy, happy job
Example word choice: healthy,
happy, vital, open – air life, we
(collective pronoun,
community, apart of the
group), victory, join, enroll,
joyful, new job, new skills,
agriculture

VITAL WORK
(Below) A memorial statue
for the Women’s Land
Army and Timber Corps

